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“Knowledge, Skills and Experience in careers spanning over 25 years”



The key to answering any security question is 
experience. The Operations team of AMB 360 have a 
wealth of Knowledge, Skills and Experience in careers 
spanning over 25 years. They are from a British Armed 
Forces background, many of which are ex Special 
Forces, ex long serving Police Officers or personnel 
with specific Specialised Security abilities.

They are all highly skilled in many different fields 
of security. These include Close Protection work, 
Surveillance and Counter Surveillance, Asset Security, 
along with the transportation of High Risk Materials 
or Documents. They have Global experience having 
worked extensively throughout Europe, The Middle 
East, Africa and both North and South America. They 
are all highly skilled in both armed and unarmed 
combat.

The range of clients our team has worked with is 
extensive. They include Bespoke Security for many 
different Royal Families, Individuals from the Forbes 100 
billionaires list, ex British Prime Ministers, along with a 

multitude of top level Diplomats. They have personally 
been responsible for the safety and protection of Oscar 
winning actors and actresses and worked extensively 
with arguably the most photographed celebrity couple 
in the World. 

Our team have provided Close Protection and security 
services at some of the Worlds’ largest events. 
These include the Cannes Film festival, the Bafta 
Award ceremonies, exclusive Movie Premiers, London 
Fashion Week and we have even secured the famous 
Summer Balls hosted by an entertainer with over five 
decades topping the charts. AMB 360 have extensive 
experience providing our services for Film and TV 
crews at locations both at home and abroad.   

AMB 360 travel worldwide providing security details 
for parties, hosted by extremely wealthy and well 
known clients. On occasions these have been held on 
multi million pound Private Yachts.

This depth of Knowledge places AMB 360 amongst the 
elite of World security and ensures that your personal 
security is in the safest possible hands. We endeavour 
to provide the ultimate security service for ALL our 
clients. 

AMB360 Operations Team



Close Protection
AMB360 delivers a professional, discreet and flexible service. This will enable you to achieve your objectives with confidence, both at home or abroad. We provide a solution 
to problems arising from Terrorism, Instability or Civil Unrest. We are able to protect both VIP’s and Celebrities from the unwanted attention of the Paparazzi and over 
enthusiastic fans. Your Close Protection Security may be required for anything from a permanent or semi-permanent arrangement through to a single event. AMB360 are 
able to offer a contract to meet your requirements.

Close Protection Security protects you in your day to 
day movements whilst away from your normal place 
of residence. The home is normally the one area where 
we usually feel most secure. Quite often, it simply is 
not. This places you, your family and your property 
in a very vulnerable position. For this reason, our 
Residential Security Team is there to ensure you and 
your home are protected at all times.  

Individual Operators
In many instances Close 
Protection can be provided by 
a single highly skilled and fully 
prepared operative. 

They have the finely honed 
experience and operational 
awareness to identify and 
negate any perceived or 
actual threat that may arise. 
Total discretion is assured, 
enabling you to live your life 
as normal possible under the 
circumstances.

An Operational Team
Following an assessment of your 
unique security requirements, 
it may be felt that a team 
of operatives, working in a 
carefully coordinated manner is 
the preferred solution. As many 
of our operatives are Ex-Special 
Forces, you can rest assured 
your security will be handled 
with military precision. Your 
team will be able to provide 
an advance security plan for 
diarised events but are also 
able to react immediately to 
any unplanned situation which 
may occur. 

Armed Operatives
Depending on the Law in force 
in a particular Country, it may 
be felt that an Armed Response 
Protection Team be a necessity. 
Our Operatives are fully 
licensed. 

They will have the skills and 
experience to carry and use 
firearms. Your Close Protection 
Team will all come from a 
Military or Police background. 

Covert & Overt Protection
The individual security of our 
principal is our prime concern. 
There may be occasions where 
a discreet and as close as 
possible invisible presence is 
required. The operative will be 
available in an instant to step 
from the shadows and deal 
with an occurrence, before 
fading away again into the 
background. Alternatively, a 
highly visible security presence 
may be the preferred option. 
Where a perceived threat is 
anticipated, an overt security 
detail may be all that is needed 
to ensure the threat does not 
translate into a physically 
dangerous situation.  

Diplomatic Protection
Unfortunately we live in a 
particularly volatile Political 
landscape. The role of the 
Diplomat is exceedingly 
demanding. It does however 
occasionally bring unique 
security issues associated with 
it. AMB360 are fully experienced 
and equipped in protecting 
VIP’s and Diplomats. 

Our presence enables you 
to carry on your work, safely 
assured your security is being 
attended to.

Residential Security Team Our Residential Security Team can provide a highly 
visible deterrent or an extremely discrete, covert 
security presence. 

An initial assessment of your property and the 
surroundings will identify any potential lapses in your 
current situation. It will provide detailed solutions 
which will ensure that whether you are at home 
relaxing with your family or away from the property 
for any reason, you can rest assured you now have a 

safe and secure property.  Your Residential Security 
Team will monitor access to the property, Control 
mail and secure deliveries. Depending on your wishes 
and requirements, we can operate both inside your 
property and /or the surrounding grounds. 

We are there to protect against the threat of Burglary, 
Criminal Activity including kidnap, we can even protect 
against both Political and industrial espionage. Your 
peace of mind is our mark of a job well done.



“finely honed experience and operational awareness”

Bespoke Security AMB 360 takes your security extremely seriously. Whilst some duties we are asked to perform fall into a single and 
distinct area, many however do not. In many cases a complete security package is required. Often clients require our 
skills in a wide variety of completely different security challenges. AMB 360 do not believe any of our clients should 
have to settle for “best Fit” Security.  For this reason, we offer our Bespoke Security Service. AMB 360 look at the most 
complex and challenging security issues and produce an effective, working solution.  AMB 360 prides itself on being 
able to carry out a tailor made Risk and Threat analysis, covering yourself, your family, your possessions and your 
business interests. All of our services are completely adaptable and interchangeable.  Our expert team at AMB 360 are 
very keen to discuss privately your individual security requirements. We are often able to identify and negate security 
issues you may not have considered.   To arrange an initial consultation with us please do not hesitate to contact us 
either by phone or email. 



“first priority will be to make a full and complete threat and risk assessment”



Maritime Security 

The one area where security issues 
require experts with unique skills and 
abilities is that of Maritime Security. 
For any off shore security requirement, 
AMB 360’s first priority will be to make 
a full and complete threat and risk 
assessment. We may advise an on-board 
transit security detail be provided. This 
is particularly important when travelling 
through hazardous regions. In the 
unfortunate event that a kidnap and 
ransom situation has occurred prior 
to AMB 360’s involvement, we are still 
able to assist in negotiations to secure 
a safe return. AMB 360 also supply off 
shore security to Oil and Gas rigs and 
platforms.

Security
CCTV Surveillance
AMB 360 can provide and control either 
a highly visible, overt CCTV system, or 
a completely hidden and discreet covert 
CCTV system. 

AMB 360 are able to fully manage your 
“eye in the sky” security. Any perceived 
threat appearing on screen, will be met 
by an immediate physical response from 
our team. We can also provide a full video 
record of events for any subsequent 
criminal proceedings if required.

Key Holding
AMB360 provide a professional Key 
Holding service that meet BS7984 (2008) 
requirements. While on site, our Key 
Holder operative will assume the role of 
on site manager and be a professional 
extension of your company. 

Our fully licensed officers will personally 
attend to your premises. We aim for a 
maximum 20 minute response time from 
any alarm. We conduct a full audit and 
provide an audit trail.

Manned Guarding
AMB360 provide a strong physical 
security presence to safeguard and 
protect your property. They are able to 
secure an entire estate, a single building 
or an individual object. 

Constant risk assessment ensures at 
all times we are in total control of the 
security of your possessions.



Events & Site Management
Event security can be split into two distinct areas. They are Site Management and specific Private and Corporate events. AMB 360 are able to provide a complete security 
detail to meet your requirements. 

Site Management
The approach AMB360 take to Site Management is very much “hands on”. It is our 
attention to the smallest detail, even in the initial assessment stage that provides 
complete site control from build to breakdown. Working to our carefully prepared 
plan, our Site Managers ensure you will have a smooth and seamless event, on time 
and to schedule. This has a very positive effect on keeping the project on budget.

Our Site Managers are fully experienced in creating a safe and secure working 
environment by implementing the detailed plan prepared initially. Our team control 
the activities of the multitude of sub-contractors, inspectors and their teams. We 
vet all site visitors and ensure that Health and Safety rules and regulations are 
complied with throughout. 

We make sure access to and from the site is at all times completely secure. We 
liaise closely with, and enjoy a good working relationship with Local Authorities, 
complying with all rules and by-laws that may be in place.

Private & Corporate Events
If you are hosting or promoting an event where security is an issue, AMB 360 has 
the solution. We are able to plan and control the security of any event from a small 
but discrete Business meeting to a Celebrity wedding with hundreds of guests and 
the danger of intrusive Press interest. A carefully prepared plan, run with Military 
precision will make your event run like a Swiss watch.

Our fully trained operatives have extensive experience in providing a professional 
and discrete security presence at a wide variety of both celebrity and corporate 
events. They work in either an Overt or Covert role (sometimes both) securing your 
event. 

Whilst the safety and security of our principal is paramount, your clients and 
guests will also enjoy the freedom to enjoy your event in a carefully controlled and 
managed environment. You may wish to provide Close Protection for special VIP’s. 
This of course we can provide.  
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Gibraltar
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CONTACT US      +44 (0) 203 0510 360      info@amb360.com


